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 the new line of Styling & Finishing Inebrya able to create trendy look, creative and
original, protecting the hair from the enemies of the styling (moisture, weathering, radiation
and smog).
With innovative products and formulations renovated ICE CREAM GO proposes new
solutions for the dynamic styling and giving active volume, shape, body, shine and a
smooth like no other, a tight durata.La long range consists of 5 groups of products
professional and high-tech to define, model, and maintain the hairstyle even in the most
extreme conditions. 

 GO CRAZY - to seal a strong and lasting control.
GO LIGHT - for a star to shine.
GO SLEEK - for a real effect smooth, safe, soft and shiny.
GO ROUND - for curly energetic, soft and defined.
GO UP - for a hair thicker and extra volume. 

 ICE CREAM GO products are enhanced with the innovative Humidity & Smog Free
Technology for shielding from moisture, protect and fight smog solar radiation, protecting
the look and styling while maintaining longer. 

  GO CRAZY MAXX GEL  - Sealed: 5
Extreme fluid gel. Defines decision with the individual strands, dries quickly and leaves no
residue.
Container: 250 ml tube. 

  MUBBER GEL  - Sealed: 4
Gel ultra strong. Sculpts and defines hairstyles trendy, giving the hair an amazing shine. It
leaves no residue.
Container: 250 ml tube. 

  MAD POWER  - Sealed: 3
Gel extra strong. Allows a high control and high estate, he decided to model hairstyles.
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Container: 250 ml tube. 

  FLOSSY PASTE  - Sealed: 4
Definition fibrous pulp. Molding paste that gives shape and definition. Ideal for the effects
of creativity and imagination.
Container: 100 ml jar. 

  EXTRA SHAPE  - Sealed: 4
Mousse extra strong. Fixed and creates a protective film, nourishing and hydrating the
hair. It gives volume and elasticity for maximum creative freedom.
packaging: bottle of 400 ml. 

  LOGIC STYLE  - Sealed: 4
Hairspray extra strong. Fixed firmly, giving the hairstyle shine, elasticity and thermal,
mechanical and solar. Enables ultra fast action and resists moisture.
packaging: bottle of 320 ml. 
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